JOB ROLE

Graduate Fire Safety
Engineer – Sydney

Who do we need?
CORE Engineering Group are searching for a
driven and dedicated fire safety engineer to
add a new dimension to our Sydney team.
A masters degree specialising in fire
engineering is a major advantage, however
we also invite engineers with an
undergraduate degree and a keen interest in
pursuing a career in fire engineering to apply.

Will our ethos suit you?
At CORE, we are committed to pushing the
boundaries of our knowledge, and that of
the industry in order to achieve the best
possible outcome for our clients. We have a
fantastic group of enthusiastic fire
engineers, regularly involved in lively debate
and brainstorm sessions. An alternative
and fresh viewpoint to challenge the status
quo is encouraged!
Our dynamic team is set up to support you
in achieving your own personal goals, with a
tailored graduate development pathway
and one on one mentoring to facilitate
promotion internally and to achieve
chartership within 5 years.

What is the role and what
are the responsibilities?
If you are the successful candidate, you will
work on some of the most iconic projects in
Sydney, including Crown Resort Sydney,
The Ribbon in Darling Harbour and The
Sandstone Precinct on Bridge Street, as
well as a variety of projects across
industrial, commercial, retail, residential,
aged-care and health-care sectors. You will
gain technical experience and expertise
over the full range of our portfolio,
producing fire engineering assessments,
and undertaking computational modelling.
In addition, you will rapidly develop your
consulting skills through communicating
directly with the project teams to achieve
successful results.

Get in touch
If you are up to the challenge, or would like
more information feel free to call Graham
for a chat on 02 9299 6605 or email your
CV to graham@coreengineering.com.au
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